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Sierra, the award-winning magazine of the Sierra Club, is compiling information for our fourth annual “Coolest Schools” 
issue, which will rate American colleges and universities according to their environmental practices, green initiatives, and 
caliber of sustainability-oriented education. 
  
Schools that score highly in these realms may be contacted for further discussion and will receive recognition in the maga-
zine’s September/October issue. Please fill out this interactive PDF as thoroughly as possible, save it with your responses 
as “2010_coolschools_your school’s name” and email it to cool.schools@sierraclub.org no later than March 20, 2010. 
  
Note that this questionnaire will become a public document and that we will not be altering your responses before publishing 
them online. Please answer as thoroughly as possible. Questions left blank will receive no credit, and if a question requests 
a percentage, you must provide a percentage. The scoring key will be available online once the issue is published. 
  
As the publication of the nation’s oldest and largest environmental nonprofit, Sierra has a readership of more than 1 million 
engaged and educated citizens. 
  
Many thanks for your participation.

School name:

Contact name and title:

Contact phone:

Contact email:

School’s city and state:

Number of students: 

HONOR PLEDGE: By completing and submitting this questionnaire, you are certifying that all 
statements in this document are true to the best of your knowledge.

INITIAL:______________  DATE:______________



Category 1: Energy Supply

1. Please break down the energy types that your campus uses for electricity by percentage. If the school 
purchases its electricity from a utility company, this information should be available from that company.
 ____% Coal                      ____% Wind             ____% Biomass
 ____% Natural Gas          ____% Solar             ____% Geothermal 
 ____% Nuclear                 ____% Hydro            ____% Other _____________________

2. What type(s) of energy does your campus use for heating buildings (e.g., natural gas, biomass, coal)?
 ____% Coal                      ____% Biomass
 ____% Natural Gas          ____% Geothermal 
 ____% Elecricity               ____ % Fuel Oil       

If cogeneration, please explain. 



Category 2: Efficiency

1. What percentage of campus buildings completed within the past three years have a LEED certification  
of at least silver? 

 _______% 

Note whether the certification is higher than silver.

2. What percentage of water used for campus landscaping is from recovered, reclaimed, or  
untreated soures?

 _______% 

3. What percentage of campus lighting fixtures are energy-efficient (e.g., compact fluorescent, LED,  
or equipped with motion sensors, automatic daylight shutoff, or other energy-saving features)?

 _______% 

4. What percentage of campus appliances are Energy Star-rated?

 _______% 

5. Does the institution have underway a program of energy-efficiency retrofitting projects, such as improving 
building insulation or sealing heating and cooling ducts?

 



Category 3: Food

2. What percentage (in dollars) of food served at campus cafeterias is USDA-certified organic? 

 _______% 

3. Do campus cafeterias source seafood that is deemed sustainable by the Marine Stewardship Council, 
the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Seafood Watch Program, or a similar program? 

4. What percentage of entrées served in campus dining locations include meat? If the meat is produced 
sustainably (for example, free-range or grass-fed), explain.

 _______% 

1. What percentage (in dollars) of food served at cafeterias is grown or raised within 100 miles  
of the campus? 

 _______% 

5. Are nutritionally complete vegetarian and/or vegan options available at every meal?

6. Is bottled water sold or distributed on campus?

7. Does your school maintain a campus farm or garden? Does it use organic methods? Please describe the 
garden and methods used.



Category 4: Academics

1. Does your school offer any environmental- and/or sustainability-related majors, such as environmental 
studies, ecology, or sustainable agriculture? If so, please list them all.

2. Does your school offer classes about clean technologies, including topics such as energy efficiency and 
solar-wind energy engineering? If so, please list them all.

3. Does your school provide students with a list of environmental and/or sustainability classes to make such 
courses easy to identify? Please provide a link, if available. 

4. Please provide names of standout professors who work on environmental and/or sustainability issues 
and list their accomplishments, including awards, honors, and publications.

5. Do you have environment- and/or sustainability-related centers, programs, or research institutions 
associated with your school? If so, please provide their names and a description.

6. Is an environment-themed class a core curriculum requirement? If yes, please provide the name(s)  
of the course(s).

7. What percentage of academic departments offer environment- or sustainability-related classes?

 _______% 



1. Does your school have a sustainable-purchasing policy? If yes, briefly explain.

Category 5: Purchasing

2. What percentage of paper used on campus is made from at least 30% postconsumer recycled content? 

 _______%   

Does your school purchase paper that is Forest Stewardship Council-certified?

3. Does your school have a policy to purchase Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool 
(EPEAT)-certified (or similar) electronics? If yes, please describe. 

4. Do you have packaging agreements with suppliers that minimize waste? If yes, please describe.

5. Does your school specify in its purchasing contracts that products with energy-saving features be 
installed or delivered with these features enabled? 



1. Does your school provide a free shuttle service around campus and town? If yes, briefly explain.

Category 6: Transportation

2. What has your school done to promote bicycling as a transportation method?

3. Does your school encourage its students and employees to use public transit, carpool, or use some 
other form of alternative transportation? If yes, what are the incentives?

4. Approximately what percentage of students drive to school in a car?

 _______% 

5. Approximately what percentage of faculty and staff drive to work in a car?

 _______% 



Category 7: Waste Management

1. What is your campus’s current waste-diversion rate (i.e., percentage of campus waste being diverted 
from landfills)?

 _______% 

2. Does your campus provide recycling receptacles wherever there are trash cans? 

3. Are recycling bins readily available at large events such as football games?

4. Does your school compost? If yes, are compost receptacles available at all or most on-campus  
dining locations?

5. Is your school committed to waste-reduction goals, such as zero waste? Please explain.

6. Does your campus administer a donation program for clothing and other used goods when students  
are moving out of student housing? If so, are bins located in every dormitory?



Category 8: Administration

1. Is environmental sustainability part of your institution’s mission statement, guiding principles, or similar 
document? If so, please provide the text or link.

2. Does your school employ at least one person dedicated to overseeing campus environmental initiatives, 
such as a sustainability coordinator, or have a sustainability task force or committee? Is the coordinator 
position a part-time or full-time position?

3. Has your school made an official commitment to reducing its impact on climate change by setting 
goals of emission reductions by a certain date? If yes, does your school have a plan for achieving these 
reductions? If so, briefly explain the plan.

4. Has your school conducted a complete greenhouse-gas-emissions audit of its campus?

5. Has your school achieved a reduction in total annual carbon emissions? If yes, please explain and 
provide the benchmark year and percentage.



Category 9: Financial Investments

1. Is all information about your endowment fund publicly available? Briefly explain.

2. Does your institution have an investment-responsibility committee that considers and acts on 
environmental issues?

3. Does your school make environmentally responsible investments? If so, briefly explain what they are and 
whether they’re made on an ongoing basis.



Category 10: Other Initiatives

1. Have any of your school’s students effected positive environmental change on a campus, state, or 
national level? If so, please describe. (To nominate a specific student for greater attention in our coverage, 
please email cool.schools@sierraclub.org with his or her name, accomplishments, and contact information.)

2. Have students participated in environmental challenges or events such as the Solar Decathlon, 
environmental design contests, or environmental debates? If so, which events and how did they do?

3. Has your school set aside part of its campus as natural habitat, stipulated limited campus development, 
or enacted programs preserving its land? If so, please explain.

4. Does your school adhere to an indoor air-quality policy (e.g., the mandated use of nontoxic cleaning 
supplies)? If yes, describe the policy.

5. Does your school offer outdoor- or nature-based programs, classes, or extracurricular activities to 
students and/or faculty? If yes, please list and describe. 



Category 10: Other Initiatives, continued

7. Please use this space to address any other unique or interesting sustainability initiatives that have not 
been previously mentioned:

6. What specific actions has your school taken to improve its environmental sustainability since spring 2009? 
Please list all improvements.

Please save this PDF with your answers and email it to cool.schools@sierraclub.org 
no later than March 20, 2010. Thank you very much for your participation.
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	Text26: Cogeneration: For four decades, NYU has produced heat and power at the Central Plant, which is located underground near Tisch and Warren Weaver Halls.  Central Plant energy has met 12-15% of NYU's total electricity demand and more than 20% of NYU's heating/cooling demand in recent years.  The facility utilizes cogeneration (or Combined Heat and Power, CHP) technology, which captures waste heat from electricity generation and reuses it to heat and cool buildings.  We have a high-temperature hot water campus loop that heats approximately 50% of campus with "free" heat.  In June 2010, an extensive expansion and upgrade of the university's cogeneration plant will be completed.  The new, gas-fired plant will generate almost 85 million kWh of electricity annually, up from ~20 million kWh with the current diesel fuel-oil supplied plant.  The current plant provides electricity to five large buildings, but this will increase to 21 buildings, cutting electricity purchased from the dirtier New York grid, increasing efficiency and reducing total NYU greenhouse gas emissions 23%.We are installing smart microcontrollers on boilers to minimize fossil fuel use, and replacing outdated equipment, engaging in fuel switching (to natural gas, with dual-fuel equipment) whenever feasible, in order to reduce GHG emissions.The "biomass" figure is a way to playfully represent the very real fact that, as one of the densest urban campuses in the US< NYU building occupants themselves actually heat our buildings to a measurable extent!  A human body produces ~100 watts of heat, which is considerable when total occupants number in the hundreds...
	Text27: 25
	Text28: NYU has 1 LEED gold-certified project completed, 4 more in progress (projected: 1 platinum, 1 gold, 2 silver).  NYU's own standards and guidelines exceed LEED in many areas.  Since 2009, all major new construction and renovation projects have been committed to meeting at least LEED Silver standards.  Our "NYU 2031" strategic planning initiative has enabled us to efficiently plan for university space and other needs well into the future, and ensure that future growth and building is done in a way that improves campus environmental performance and aligns with other sustainability commitments.  
	Text29: 0
	Text30: NYU uses 100% organic grounds care methods, drip irrigation, and plants native species which require less watering (done in conjunction with the Mannahatta Project, an interdisciplinary regional research and public education project).  Note that landscaped space at our hyper-urban campus is very limited, and associated environmental impacts are relatively small relative to other institutions.  
	Text31: >90
	Text32: 99% of screw-in fixtures are compact fluorescent, and 90% of linear fluorescents are high efficiency bulbs and ballasts.  Additionally, since 2008, 3500 occupancy sensors providing automatic lighting controls were installed.  Between 2006 and 2009, lighting retrofits in 20 NYU buildings have saved over three million kWh of electricity.  
	Text33: >95
	Text34: Per NYU's Environmental Purchasing Policy, all new copiers, printers, monitors and computers, air conditioners, fax machines, all-in-one machines, and even leased clothes washers are Energy Star rated.
	Text35: Yes.  NYU has achieved a 15% or greater greenhouse gas emissions reduction against the 2006 baseline level simply by retrofitting and upgrading the energy efficiency of its buildings (without factoring full building renovations and new construction).  Changes include roof upgrades, wall insulation; routine efficiency measures such as lighting retrofits and installation of occupancy sensors on lighting and vending machines; and innovative measures such as installing networked "smart" occupancy sensors on in-room heating and air conditioning units.  NYU has been performing these measures on an ongoing basis, with substantial savings.  As mentioned above, between 2006 and 2009 lighting retrofits alone saved over three million kWh of electricity.  Each lighting retrofit project offered an average payback period of roughly three years and reduced total electricity consumption by an average of 15%.
	Text36: varies
	Text37: In Hayden Dining Hall, the pilot location for sustainable dining initiatives, ingredients included 50% locally produced baked goods, 39% local dairy products, and 34% local produce.  NYU defines local according to state of origin, including all states adjacent to New York.  The outer zone of this definition is >100, but not >300, miles.  Many other cafeterias incorporate local foods as well.
	Text38: varies
	Text39: NYU Dining Services purchases from Hudson Valley dairy, a local, organic dairy farm.  All coffee and tea is fair trade and organic, and all shell-eggs are cage free.   All cheese and meats are antibiotic-free.  At Hayden dining hall, 15% of meat and poultry was organic, 14% of produce, and 5% of baked goods.  
	Text40: Yes -- more than 60% of the seafood in the Hayden Dining Hall is certified through the MBA Seafood Watch program.  A growing % of food in other dining halls is similarly sourced.
	Text41: varies
	Text42: In Hayden Dining Hall, all meat is organic and humanely-raised wherever available and price-feasible.  Additionally, Dining Services has taken steps to reduce the energy-intensity of non-vegetarian options, for example substituting turkey meat for beef when possible.  The university is exploring other opportunities to reduce meat consumption.
	Text43: Yes.  All cafeterias offer a wide range of vegan and vegetarian options.  The University is a winner for PETA's Most Vegetarian-Friendly Colleges, and was awarded second place nationally.  NYU's vegan options are extensive and have been lauded by local organizations
	Text44: Dining Services has recently taken steps to reduce bottled water consumption, removing it from the free meal plan at all dining locations and installing tap water filter coolers.  1000s of NYU students have received a free NYUGreen reusable stainless steel water bottle, to support this effort.
	Text45: Two Green Grant (nyu.edu/sustainability/greengrants) projects created organic gardens on campus, "Grow, Cook, Eat, Learn," and "The Community Agriculture Club." "Kimmel Herbalmania" is growing vegetables in containers in one of NYU's largest buildings.  Another funded initiative, in partnership with the NYU Food Studies department, is evaluating all open and landscaped spaces at NYU -- including marginal areas between buildings, walls, roofs, etc. -- for their potential for a future larger-scale agriculture project.  
	Text46: Environmental Studies major and minor, Graduate program in Bioethics, Environmental Law, Environmental Conservation Education, Urban Planning, Global Studies (environmental emphasis), Biology, Environmental Medicine are all offered, along with undergraduate Individualized Study concentrations with an emphasis on sustainability.    Environmental Studies has grown from 20 student majors at its founding in 2007, to 170 majors and 30 minors in 2010.  The department has added 6 new full-time faculty in that time.  Sustainability-related course offerings have tripled university-wide.
	Text47: Yes -- The Polytechnic Institute at NYU offers a Sustainability Leadership certificate program for engineering students, with half a dozen courses.  The Real Estate Institute offers a Sustainable Development certificate program, with additional relevant courses.  NYU Environmental Studies offers courses on global climate change, renewable energy, and environnmental measurement.  
	Text48: Yes.  Links are provided at nyu.edu/sustainability/academics.research/course.listing.html, as well as nyu.edu/sustainability/newstudentsguide/learn.  Environmental Studies maintains a list as well.  
	Text49: Dale Jamieson: Laurence R. Rockefeller Visiting Professor for Distinguished Teaching, Princeton.Colin Jerolmack: Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Health Policy Scholar, Harvard University, Distinguished Scholarship Award, Animals & Society Section of the American Sociological Association.Anne Rademacher: Golden Dozen Teaching Award, NYU; Hunt Postdoctoral Fellowship, Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, EPA Science to Receive Results Fellowship.  Tyler Volk: Three NASA Summer Faculty FellowshipsDavid Holland: NSF Young-Investigator CAREER Award; Goddard Junior Faculty Fellowship Award.
	Text50: NYU founded a new Center for the Sustainable Urban Environment, and received a 1.5 million NYSERDA grant to create the Accelerator for a Clean and Renewable Economy, in 2010.  The Environmental Studies Program provides a major to undergraduates, the Bioethics Program encompasses medical and environmental ethics, the Center for Environmental and Land Use Law emphasizes legal research on environmental issues, and the Wallerstein Collaborative for Urban Environmental Education stimulates public school teachers to teach environmental education.  
	Text51: An "Energy and the Environment" course is offered to satisfy the core science requirement for NYU's 20,000 undergraduate liberal arts students.  
	Text52: NA
	Text53: More than 50 Environment-related courses are offered in over 15 different programs and departments, across 9 of NYU's 12 colleges.
	Text54: Yes.  The University has an extensive environmental purchasing policy that covers almost every aspect of University Purchasing, including subsections on specific areas of interest such as computers and electronics, paper goods, vehicles, and water cooler equipment.  Users of the central Purchasing system are directed towards sustainable purchases in multiple ways, including labeling of recycling content or other environmental performance-enhanced products, or "pop-ups" warning of a lack of recycled content when a recycled option is available.The Sustainability Task Force Food and Purchasing Working Group has also produced a comprehensive Environmental Purchasing Guide to accompany the Environmental Purchasing Policy, which provides explanations for the policy and suggestions on possible vendors to facilitate implementation.  The Environmental Purchasing Guide is available to the public at www.nyu.edu/sustainability/purchasingguide.
	Text55: 60
	Text56: Yes, but not as a policy.  NYU independently selects and procures paper brands and vendors, and in practice all university recycled-content paper meets or exceeds FSC standards.  All administrative areas are instructed to use exclusively 30% or higher post-consumer content paper.  Compliance is imperfect, but the proportion of recycled paper is rising annually.  
	Text57: All appliances and electronic equipment are expected to have the US EPA ENERGY STAR approval.  More information is available in the Environmental Purchasing Guide at nyu.edu/sustainability/purchasingguide/appliances-and-electronics.
	Text58: The University has Staples as a preferred vendor/supplier for a variety of goods, and is continually working with them to minimize packaging.  Additionally, Grainger and Dell are large University suppliers that have waste-minimization initiatives.  
	Text59: We have included verified clauses for Energy Star vending machines in NYU's vending contract (~200 machines, which also use Vending Misers), and Energy Star washing machines in the contract with the firm that leases and repairs the clothes washers in residence halls.  Our contract with Dell computers supplies NYU's thousands of administrative staff with Energy-Star compliant desktops, monitors and computing equipment.  NYU has developed a draft comprehensive Energy Standard which covers efficiency in every area, mandating Energy Star wherever the standard applies.  
	Text60: Yes.  The University operates four shuttle bus routes to other parts of Manhattan through a leasing agreement with Coach USA.  The shuttles use Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel to minimize harmful emissions.  The shuttles are leased and not owned by the University.  The university-owned (non-shuttle) vehicle fleet for maintenance usues 9 zero-emission electric vehicles.  NYU scaled back its shuttle fleet in 2009, in part to reduce GHG emissions.  
	Text61: The University has a Bike Share program through which bicycles are available to students, faculty, administrators, and staff at two locations -- one in a dormitory building and one at a centrally located bike parking facility attached to a large academic building.  This pilot program represents the first bike-sharing initiative in New York City, and is complemented by safety workshops, group rides, and other awareness raising event.  Additionally, there is a City Bicycling student group that promotes bicycling, and the Sustainability Advocates (administrators taking the lead on greening their departments through a program run by the Sustainability office) have sponsored bicycling promotion events for staff.  NYU is adding more than 150 bicycle parking spaces in 2010, and exploring additional indoor storage options.  NYU Public Safety will tag bikes with an infrared pen as an anti-theft device.  
	Text62: New York City offers the finest public transportation system in the United States, and it is widely used by students, faculty, administrators, and staff.  The University makes tax incentives available through salary deduction purchases of mass transit passes for staff.  All incoming students are presented with public transportation maps, and NYC Cycling maps are widely distributed.  
	Text63: <1
	Text64: Students are strongly discouraged from bringing vehicles to campus, and parking is not provided.  
	Text65: <2
	Text66: As one of the most urban campuses in the country, NYU is very well-served by NYC public transit, and LESS THAN 2% of students, faculty and staff commute using a car or taxi.  60% WALK to campus from their residence daily.
	Text67: 36
	Text68: NYU is halfway through a 2010 process of switching to a single-stream recycling system with a new vendor, which will further dramatically increase recycling, perhaps as much as doubling the diversion rate.  2007 diversion rates were ~30%.  
	Text69: Recycling is clearly available in all locations.  University employees are encouraged and able to request assistance from the Recycling department.  As a pilot program, the Stern School of Business has received an NYU Green Grant to pilot-test a system in which all trash cans are removed from classrooms, and every trash can is paired with a recycling bin.  2010 Evaluation and measurement of this program's success will drive implementation in the rest of the campus, to follow.  
	Text70: NYU does not have large intercollegiate sporting events.  However, large scheduled events such as Commencement do offer plenty of recycling in all cases.The University has a pace-setting and innovative recycling program. Cans, bottles, and all paper are recycled through a single-stream, diversion-rate enhancing program. Bulk waste is sent to a special facility for sorting and recycling.  Construction and demolition wastes are sent to special facilities for materials reclamation. The University community is informed of these efforts through professionally designed, clear labeling on bins; fliers and emails; information sessions with incoming students; and campus participation in events such as "Recyclemania".
	Text71: All thirteen campus dining locations, which serve 10,000 student meals daily, compost pre-consumer food scraps and some food waste.  This is supplemented by a small stream of compostable landscaping waste.  Producing multiple tons of compost per week, NYU is the largest single composter in Manhattan.  Students also utilize vermicompost bins in some cases. 
	Text72: NYU Recycling has diversion rate goals as part of its performance metrics, with the expectation of improvement every year.  Recycling is continually being expanded to include new waste streams (most recently, organic waste, technoscrap and e-waste).An academic course in Environmental Studies, "The Greening of NYU", has partnered with Recycling and is in the process of drafting and developing a "Zero Waste Strategy" or "Waste Minimization Strategy" for NYU, to be completed by  May 2010.  
	Text73: Yes - the Green Apple Move Out will occur for the third year running, this coming May.  Last year's GAMO covered every dormitory, and redistributed 75 tons of usable goods!  Building on this success, it is expected that this year's event will be even larger.  NYU's Asset Management department also redistributes discarded administrative goods among departments and offices, and donates the goods that aren't claimed to non-profit organizations.  More than 1000 items per year are recycled in this way.  
	Text74: NYU is working to embed sustainability as a "core principle of our mission and vision as a university."  Though the university does not have a central mission statement, this commitment is being advanced in many ways, by including sustainability goals or language in speeches and presentations from leadership, on the nyu.edu website, and in key university-wide strategic planning documents such as "NYU Plans 2031: NYU in NYC", the strategic plan for university growth over the coming decades.  Sustainability is at the heart of NYU's vision of its own future.  
	Text75: The Director of Energy and Sustainability reports to the Assistant Vice President for Sustainability, Energy, and Technical Services, within the Operations division of the University.  A separate Manager of Sustainability Initiatives reported to the Senior Vice President for University Relations and Public Affairs.  These two staff and several others in related areas are empowered and tasked with overseeing the development and direction of campus sustainability efforts, but these efforts are being embedded in the fabric of the entire university, across several dozen departments.  NYU has a highly participatory, very active 60-member Sustainability Task Force with broad student, faculty and staff representation from a variety of university constituencies and stakeholder groups.  To learn more, visit www.nyu.edu/sustainability/taskforce
	Text76: NYU recently released its Climate Action Plan (CAP), detailing our climate mitigation efforts to date and our strategy for meeting the NYC Mayoral Challenge (commited to 30% reduction by 2017), as well as our ACUPCC commitment to climate neutrality by 2040. NYU is furthermore committed to expanding the notion of university responsibility by setting a "Climate Positive" goal, moving beyond operational emissions reductions to advance sustainability in teaching, research and community engagement.  The CAP includes 100 pgs of detail about our approach to tackling climate change.NYU Climate Action Plan (pdf): http://www.nyu.edu/sustainability/climateaction  
	Text77: Yes -- the CAP includes a comprehensive, in-depth greenhouse gas inventory, from 2006-present.NYU's baseline 2006 emissions show that the university was only 2/3 as carbon-intensive as the average large research university (ACUPCC average ~21 tons/1000 square feet; NYU 2006 was ~14 tons).  By 2009, that figure had dropped to a remarkably efficient 11 tons/1000 square feet, and continues to plummet.  
	Text78: NYU has already made significant progress --Total emissions have dropped from a fiscal year (FY) 2006 peak of 171,000 MTCE to 136,000 MTCE in FY 2009.  That's a greenhouse gas emissions reduction of 20% in just three years -- and it represents a measurable portion of NYC's total emissions.  When NYU's new cogeneration power plant comes online in the summer of 2010, total emissions will drop by ANOTHER 23% against the 2006 baseline, for a cumulative total of a 2/5 reduction in global warming pollution in a 4 year span of time.  
	Text79: No -- NYU has a private endowment fund, and only standard publicly-reported or legal information is available.  
	Text80: Not at this time.  A student organization in the NYU Stern School of Business is researching and has proposed the creation of such a committee, to evaluate (for instance) shareholder resolutions for possible opportunities to vote and leverage institutional influence in that way.  
	Text81: NYU currently invests in renewable energy and related new, "green" fields, and is exploring investment in community development funds and microloan partnerships.  
	Text82: NYU student Katherine Fritz was awarded the prestigious national Morris K. Udall scholarship for environmental leadership.  Unprecedentedly, two more NYU students, Hamna Mela and Shane Crary-Ross, were recognized with Udall Honorable Mentions for 2009.  The per-school maximum six NYU students have submitted applications for the scholarship for 2010 -- each has taken a direct a leadership role on campus sustainability issues.  (http://www.nyu.edu/gallatin/news/2009/05/awards.html)Shane Crary-Ross was also the founder and organizer of the successful RISE conference on social work for creating radical social change, to be hosted for the second year at NYU's Silver School of Social Work.  (http://riseconference.org/about/organizers/)Student Amanda Hass was awarded the $10,000 "Focus Roots Scholarship" for her innovative collaboration with Navajo native leaders and environmental organizations in opposition to a coal power plant project in the New Mexico desert, as well as leading NYU student delegations to climate change organizing events around the country.  (http://www.examiner.com/x-9536-NY-Environmental-Health-Examiner~y2009m10d18-NYU-student-receives-10K-toward-a-renewable-energy-plan)Student Erin Schrode, founder of national youth organization Teens Turning Green, was awarded a 36,000 Diller Youth Award for her advocacy for cosmetics safety, and she's now dividing her time between participation on the NYU Sustainability Task Force Food and Purchasing Working Group, and leading relief efforts in Haiti.  (http://www.forward.com/articles/118728/)
	Text83: Student organizations lead nearly 100 environment-related environmental events, lectures, competitions, and other happenings on the campus each year -- these are archived in the events calendar on the Sustainability web site.Some particularly noteworthy contest winners:The Stern (school of business) Campus Greening Initiative and student Sarah Driansky were awarded a large grant from Brita Inc. to install reusable water bottle-filling attachments on water fountains throughout the campus.  (http://www.filterforgood.com/ecochallenge/)
	Text84: NYU does not have a "campus" separate from the urban fabric of New York City.  Our main public green space is the NYC-owned 40-acre Washington Square Park, plus a smattering of very small pockets of open or green space for gathering or circulating.  We do not have any "land" to preserve.Nevertheless, we have found ways to use the extraordinarily small amount of land that we DO have toward educational and ecologically literate ends!  In Schwartz Plaza, beneath the shadow of the large Bobst Library building, our small Garden Shop worked with a well-known ecological landscaper to build the "Urban Woodland Garden," using a selection of hardy native plants which were once common on Manhattan Island.  This small garden is the only current physical manifestation of the city-wide 2009 celebration of the "Mannahatta Project," a look back at the 400th anniversary of Henry Hudson's arrival on the island, which was a fruitful and biodiverse wilderness.  
	Text85: Yes -- we have a university-wide Green Seal green cleaning supply provision in our Janitorial contract, and indoor air quality provisions are embedded throughout our Environmental Health and Safety Policies:http://www.nyu.edu/ehs/safety.policies/http://www.nyu.edu/ehs/waste.disposal/maintenance.waste.html#airquality
	Text86: Yes -- despite our hyper-urban location, NYU Sustainability has funded 2 Green Grants for recurring programs giving students compelling educational access to the outdoors beyond our metropolis:-- The "Outdoor Environmental Leadership Program", led by the Office of Student Activities, which engages students in leadership training through hiking, camping and other experiences in nature.-- "Field Studies in Private Land Conservation," which exposes students to outdoor private-partnership conservation preserves and their stewardship organizations, informing them first-hand about the legal, social, and ecological benefits of this approach.  
	Text87: CAP: NYU launched its Climate Action Plan in March 2010, after 18 months of intensive development, research and communication with all decision-makers and stakeholders in the university community.  NYU’s CAP details the University’s current greenhouse gas inventory and lays out specific and effective projects to mitigate these emissions using current fiscally sound technologies.  NYU co-sponsored and hosted the first ever New York City Food and Climate Summit, in conjunction with Manhattan Borough President Scott Stringer and non-profit Just Food.  The Summit featured keynote addresses from Wangari Maathai and Vandana Shiva (via video, from the Copenhagen climate talks), and brought together nearly 1000 activists, government leaders, business people, farmers, food service workers and others involved with the linked critical issues of food sustainability and climate justice.  The series of workshops and panels generated a report filled with policy priorities which will set the agenda and be taken up by New York City government in the months to come.  Operations: Facilities Sustainability has implemented a "Recess Mode" program to save energy by shutting off unnecessary building equipment during Summer, Winter Break and Spring Break; implemented massive water savings by installing 1600 low-flow fixtures in residence halls (with 2000 more planned); implemented an energy demand-response "peak shaving" program which protects NYC infrastructure from blackouts and reduces the need for new power plants; installed small domestic hot water heaters to eliminate the need to fire up large building fuel oil heater boilers in the summer; and initiated the first of many planned building "recommissioning" and fine-tuning projects to save energy.  Recycling: NYU Recycling rolled out "single-stream" with new and more bins, better signage and coverage across one half of the campus as of March; helped launch the first Residence Hall-based composting pilot program in Manhattan; and dramatically expanded reclamation and diversion of "technoscrap" electronic waste.Sustainability Task Force: sponsored 14 more "Green Grant" projects from students, faculty and staff, including a waste cooking oil recovery research study, a bicycling audio tour, an urban agriculture feasilbiity plan, a curriculum development project for a new Psychology and Climate Change course, and more.  Purchasing Services mandated procurement of recycled printer and toner cartridges and began to transition offices off of 5 gallon jug water coolers on to tap filter-cooler dispensers, saving $1000s.  The School of Law is planning a massive, coordinated "Green Welcome Week" for new students, from orientation to move-in, with programming, informational tools, contests and more.  The Green House undergraduate environment-themed residence hall created a "green book lending library", event programming, and organic, home-cooked potluck events for residents, among other projects.  The Environmental Studies Program hired 2 additional faculty, created four new senior-level project-based "Capstone" courses, and nearly doubled in student majors in two years.  NYU Dining launched a trayless initiative that reduced waste by 28%, a reusable to-go container program, and continued innovation in available catering and dining hall sustainable food options.  The university established a partnership with a vendor to provide numerous students, faculty and staff with branded stainless steel reusable water bottles.  The Sustainability Office partnered with MBA students to develop a Marketing and Communications Plan for their initiatives, and to engage in supplementary cost-benefit analysis of green projects.  The Manager of Sustainability Initiatives worked to deepen academic-operational partnerships by creating and teaching an Environmental Studies Capstone course on "Higher Education and Sustainability", in which senior ES student teams work to research and implement projects and policy recommendations that will strengthen key NYU sustainability initiatives.
	Text88: 1) The University supports an extremely aggressive energy reduction program that has produced three consecutive annual usage reductions of ~5%.  This program includes:- Relamping – retrofitting existing building with new lighting- Building schedules – reducing lighting, HVAC during unoccupied periods- HVAC dorm occupancy control – occupancy sensors on HVAC in dorms- Compact fluorescent light bulbs – 35,000 CFLs installed or distributed since 2008- Personal computer hibernation – shutdown computers when not in use- Occupancy sensors – automatic lighting controls; 3500 installed since 2008- Bulb specification and rebulbing – NYU-wide policy on efficient lighting- Recommissioning – “tuning” large building HVAC systems- Dorm room appliances – specifying Energy Star appliances during renovation- Janitorial “Lights Off” policy – cleaning staff turning off lights at night- Outreach and education – savings from higher awareness in NYU community- Boiler controls – microprocessor-controlled efficiency upgrades- Dining Hall kitchen renovations – specifying efficient equipment- DHW water heater installs – more efficient summer production of hot water- Vending machines – occupancy sensors on beverage vending machines 2) SUSTAINABILITY TASK FORCE: The University has offered $250,000 in annual funding for the Sustainability Task Force (STF), an advisory body composed of students, faculty and staff tasked with developing new policies and practices that improve NYU's environmental performance and foster a deeply-rooted campus culture of sustainability.  The Task Force has issued more than 100 separate concrete, feasible recommendations to the university leadership, dozens of which have already been fully and successfully implemented.  3) ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT: the STF has completed a revolutionary campus-wide E.A. outlining NYUs overall environmental impacts, which will serve as a resource for staff, faculty, students and members of the STF in developing and implementing new initiatives.  NYU's assessment model and approach has been cited by major organizations such as AASHE as highly innovative and comprehensive.  Measurement is seen as a foundational principle in order to baseline current environmental impacts and to evaluate the effectiveness of all major projects and interventions.4) GREEN GRANTS: The STF directs an annual Request for Proposals for "Green Grant" projects from all students, faculty and staff throughout the university. More than 50 projects have been funded to date, with more than $300,000 allocated.  Projects range widely, from operational environmental impact reduction measures, to outreach and engagement initiatives, to applied research and educational efforts.  Examples of past projects include: - NYUnplugged: an annual month-long residence hall energy reduction competition that reduced electricity consumption in the residence halls by over 100,000 kwh (completed) - Rooftop solar weather monitoring research station- Radishes and Rubbish - field trips and an educational campaign that brings students to waste management and food production sites throughout the city and region- Bicycle Recycling and Infrastructure Study ; NYU Bike Share- H2O4U - volunteer grassroots water fountain testing, signage and public education campaign to reduce disposable bottled water usage.5) Seven additional greening committees operating within individual NYU schools and colleges, and coordination between them - as well as more than a dozen active student environmental groups.6) Engagement with community environmental organizations, such as the Lower East Side Ecology Center, Solar One, the Eat Well Guide, and Green Map NYC.7) Sustainability Advocate Program: More than 125 NYU administrators and staff have become volunteers who receive resources and training as "advocates," working to "green" their departments and educate coworkers about sustainability. 8) Regional and national partnerships.  NYU has helped to develop and pilot AASHE's STARS campus rating system, contributed to the ACUPCC Offset Protocol Working Group to set national higher education guidelines for the procurement of carbon offsets, received three EPA awards for clean energy and compliance leadership, partnered with NYC Mayor's Office of Sustainability and Long-Term Planning on carbon reduction targets, and is leading a coast-to-coast project to develop a resource guide for new sustainability staff, in order to share its best practices beyond the campus and support the rapid development of improved environmental performance practices throughout the US.  


